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In their article on the angiographic and intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) imaging characteristics of mismatch coronary lesions (MCLs), Phan et al emphasize how common MCLs are and how these lesions offer many challenging characteristics for the interventionalist performing a percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). 1 The definition of MCL is a coronary artery lesion that has a significant difference in plaque burden between the distal and proximal segments. The authors found, by coronary angiography (CAG), a 24.1% incidence of mismatch lesions (411/1706 lesions) and reported that the mismatch lesions were longer than non-mismatch lesions (22.1 + 6.6 mm vs 18.7 + 6.4 mm, respectively; P < .001) and that they also had a smaller minimum lumen diameter by CAG (0.66 + 0.44 vs 0.98 + 0.45, respectively; P < .001).
1 With IVUS, the mismatch group was reported to have a larger lumen diameter (3.65 + 0.52 mm vs 3.22 + 0.53 mm, respectively; P < .001), but with a lower plaque burden (41.4% + 9.4% vs 46.1% + 9.9%, respectively; P < .001), at the proximal reference segment of the lesion, whereas at the distal reference segment, there was a smaller lumen diameter (2.43 + 0.49 mm vs 2.99 + 0.59 mm, respectively; P < .001). 1 In turn, by IVUS, there was a larger plaque burden at the distal segment (43.3% + 10.4% vs 41.6% + 10.3%, P ¼ .004). Phan et al showed by multivariate analysis that mismatch lesions are more likely associated with a severe stenosis, a bifurcation lesion, a chronic total occlusion, and a diffuse lesion.
1 Therefore, the major significance of MCLs is the increased potential for PCI complications, thus identifying a need for additional study to assess optimal PCI techniques and approaches.
Coronary Visual Mismatch of Lesion Severity and Fractional Flow Reserve
Fractional flow reserve (FFR) is considered as a dependable index to assess physiologically relevant coronary artery disease (CAD), and it is well appreciated that there is commonly a discrepancy between the estimated severity of CAD determined by CAG and the physiologic significance determined by FFR. 2 This difference between FFR and severity by CAG is referred to as visual mismatch of lesion severity. 2 Visual mismatch of lesion severity (VMLS) can result in confusion with MCL, where the definition of MCL is a significant difference between the distal and proximal segments of the coronary artery lesion. 1 Low FFR (0.80) is also known as positive FFR and is an independent predictor of increased future major adverse coronary events (MACE). 3 In one recent assessment of quantitative CAG (QCAG) vs FFR, there was a high degree of VMLS between QCAG and FFR, 4 but not MCL. Another recent study retrospectively enrolled 140 cases of intermediate coronary stenosis that underwent both CAG and FFR measurement; 157 intermediate coronary artery stenosis lesions were evaluated. 5 In this study, "normal" VMLS is defined as an angiographic percent diameter stenosis (%DS) 50% and FFR >0.80, whereas "reverse" VMLS is defined as %DS <50%, FFR 0.80. 5 Lesions in the left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery demonstrated a lower overall frequency of VMLS than was observed in non-LAD lesions (26.7% vs 73.3%, respectively; P < .001). Importantly, however, almost all reverse VMLS were found to be present in the LAD (93.8%). The authors concluded that FFR measurement should routinely be considered in intermediate LAD lesions to rule out residual functional ischemia but should also be considered in angiographic severe non-LAD lesions to avoid unnecessary PCI. 5 A Korean study also noted a commonly observed mismatch between FFR and angiographic coronary lesion severity as not rare in patients with CAD and emphasized that evaluation guided by CAG could result in overestimation of lesion severity as well as underestimation. 6 False positives were associated with shorter lesion length, non-LAD artery location, larger minimal lumen diameter, and multivessel disease. 6 False negatives were associated with a smaller reference vessel diameter, smoking, aging and multivessel disease.
To add to the confusion, another form of mismatch, in this case between different techniques for measuring FFR, has also been shown to occur between FFR determined from computerized tomography (FFR-CT) and invasive FFR. 7 The FFR-CT was reported by the authors to show the following impressive results: diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity per vessel at 81%, 100%, and 69%, respectively. 7 In this study, positive ischemia was defined as FFR <0.80. However, there was a mismatch in positive ischemia between FFR and FFR-CT in bifurcation lesions with positive remodeling where special attention is necessary with FFR-CT. 7 
Local CAD Geometric Factors, MCL, FFR, and Lesion Instability
In a 2009 study of CAD instability, 41 patients (19 classified as unstable coronary syndrome and 22 classified as stable angina) underwent PCI. 8 Coronary artery cross-sectional compliance was calculated with measurements within the stenosis and the adjacent reference segments. The major finding of this 2009 study was that in the patients with unstable CAD, there was a difference in compliance between the stenotic and distal reference segment that was not present in the stable patients with CAD. 8 The thought of the authors was that a coronary compliance differential would increase plaque cyclical forces in the shoulders of the plaque, possibly contributing to plaque disruption. 8 In a FFR IVUS registry, multiple complex CAD lesion geometries were independently associated with decreased FFR values. 9 This registry assessed 1552 coronary lesions from 1236 patients by means of QCAG, FFR, and IVUS and performed theoretical validation by simulation of computational fluid dynamics. 9 The authors found that patients with complex geometries comprised of crosssectional eccentricity, surface roughness, and longitudinal eccentricity had significantly decreased FFR values. In addition, the authors found that the following independently predict a significantly decreased FFR value (0.80): high plaque burden, long lesions, male sex, proximal location, LAD territory and high degree of DS. 9 The geometrical effects on a lower FFR were supported by the computational simulation. 9 The multiple local geometric factors involved in CAD lesions appear to play a significant role in the significance of MCL as reported by Phan et al. 1 
Machine Learning
A 2018 report of a machine learning assessment of myocardial ischemia with CAG was published with the intention of decreasing VMLS between CAG and coronary artery FFR. 10 The authors used data from 1132 patients with unstable or stable angina with 1132 intermediate lesions. The patients underwent coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA), FFR, and standard CAG at the Asian Medical Center in Seoul, South Korea. 10 Quantitative CAG was performed using edge detection algorithms. The purpose of the study was to develop a machine learning algorithm based on CAG to . 10 The authors considered that their machine learning model decreased the VMLS between CAG and FFR but recognized that general use of their prediction model may be limited by the lack of associated clinical outcomes, the retrospective design, and the single ethnicity (Korean) of their patients. 10 
Conclusions
Clarification of VMLS versus MCL is critical. VMLS refers to the mismatch between coronary artery lesion severity as determined by angiography compared with FFR. On the other hand, MCL refers to a coronary artery lesion where there is a significant difference between the proximal and distal segments. This MCL and its accompanying complex geometry with cross-sectional eccentricity, surface roughness, and longitudinal eccentricity are associated with significantly decreased FFR values. The study of Phan et al 1 emphasized the significance of MCL in predicting complications from PCI. Availability of such parameters can be invaluable in increasing the safety and long-term success of PCI.
